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ARUBA CASE



ARUBA THE ISLAND

 106.000 inhabitants

 Tourism is most important economic pillar

 Expected to rise to 94% of GDP in 2025

 IS/IT development as enabler for financial services, entrepreneurs and tourism

 Microcosm ecosystem

 Logistical hub importance (e.g., harbor, airport, financial services)

 Geo location (e.g., EST time zone)

 Good reputation for Safety is crucial to keep tourists returning 



RESOURCES: A CYBER CHALLENGE

 Technological and human resources are 
constrained

 Large span of responsibility for each 
stakeholders

 Lack of operational team dedicated to cyber 
security

 Lack of effective communication

 Work overload: Human processing capacity

 Time constraint



HRO: NEED FOR IX

The Banking and telecom sector are front runners in cyber intelligence sharing on 
the island. 

“organizations that operate hazardous technologies in a nearly error-free manner 
under trying conditions rife with complexity, interdependence, and time pressure” 
(p. 2). (Vogel and Stutcliffe 2007)



CYBER THREAT

“Nothing strikes fear in the heart of than organization like the thought of a data 
breach” (VERIZON)

 Sandbox effect (e.g., mother country) 

 Bandwidth increase (e.g., fiber)

 Digital literacy is relatively low (e.g., too many computers, phone and too little 
knowledge)

 Local policy and legislation is trailing (e.g., data breach not in place)



CONSTRAINTS OF IX

 Risk of exposure

 Lack of centralized information system

 Lack of a trusted community

 Lack of legal obligatory pressure

 Unwillingness to collaborate

 Fears of liability

 Fears of impact to reputation

 Lack of standards to communicate information
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WHAT ARE WE DOING THEN?

Define Cyber defense strategy 

Supervisory framework -Policy Paper on TRM -
Highlights

Local efforts 
National Cyber Security Task Force 

 ISAC for local critical infrastructure

Regional initiatives 
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CBA CYBER Defense VISION

• CBA has modern, resilient information systems that comply to the TRM policy 
paper, SWIFT CSP, NIST and is a driving force in TIBER-AW, which builds on 
regional threat intelligence.

• De CBA elevates its cyber resilience posture in 2020 based on ‘best practices’ by
means of continuous improvement of its cyber resilience.



Strategic principles

Continuous 
improvement

Modern resiliency

“rip and replace” 

Security by design –
Monitor and Measure

Knowledge 
Management



MEERKAT/ SURICATA 

Suricata Creation of monitoring rules

Great natural spies

Eat nasty (technical) bugs

Live in clans or gangs (International 
Threat intelligence sharing communities)
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From Cyber Situational 
Awareness to Cyber  
Defense 
CYBER PHYSICAL RING



CYBER IN THE NEWS: 

 WANNACRY  No billing for one 
month

 Only company who 
reported it

 Scarcity and critical 
infrastructure

 MIM attack vectors

 SMS Scams 



Trend in Global Cyber Defense strategies 

• The need to protect or enhance “situational awareness”

• Stronger structure for confidential information sharing and analysis

• Effective anticipation and analysis of the environment in order to make 
appropriate decisions

• Monitor and provide mitigation advice on cyber threats, and coordinate, and 
coordinate the national response to any cyber security incident



Cyber Situational Awareness

Technology focus: compiling, processing and fusion of data

Cognitive focus: human capacity of being able to comprehend the technical implications and 
draw conclusions in order to come up with informed decisions (and enhance sensemaking).

Cognitive focus is thus interesting as this can differ per human per task, yet it ultimately defines 
your cyber defense response.

Both process built upon a foundation of (fusion) data  



CSA: [Suspicious Indicators]

Cyber sensor: IDS alerts, SIEM, IPS, 
Firewalls etc..

Traditional sensor :Human 
intelligence, Insider leaking 

information, Information Exchanges

Physical sensor: Natural events, 
Power outages, Acts of God etc. 





Recent Developments in attack vectors 
that affect network defense





SUPERVISION FRAMEWORK - POLICY PAPER ON TRM -
HIGHLIGHTS
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POLICY PAPER ON TRM - HIGHLIGHTS

 In July 2018 the final Policy Paper on TRM was issued, after 
several consultation rounds

 TRM Policy Paper is based on international standards and best 
practices
 All banks under CBA’s supervision are required to comply with 

the guidelines contained in this policy paper on a comply or 
explain basis

 Grace period granted: 1 year
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POLICY PAPER ON TRM - HIGHLIGHTS

 Structure of the Policy Paper on Technology Risk Management
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• The TRM Guidelines set out risk management principles and best practices to 
guide banks in:

• Establishing a sound and robust TRM framework
• Deploying strong authentication to protect customer data, transactions and 

systems
• Strengthening system security, reliability, resiliency and recoverability



LOCAL INITIATIVE -NCSTF 
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CYBER 
[RE]ADINESS IS 
NOT A CHOICE,
It IS OUR DUTY

• Ministrerieel Besluit waar het Nationale Cyber Security 
Taskforce in leven is geroepen op 21 Sept 2018 

“Het doel van de beoogde samenwerking zal zijn bij te
dragen aan bescherming van de vitale informatie
infrastructuur op Aruba (Critical Information Infrastructure 
Protection)”

• “Gezien de vitale rol van de Centrale Bank van Aruba 
(CBA) in de veiligheid van de Arubaanse
betalingsinfrastructuur is besloten om de CBA als
samenwerkingspartner bij te voegen aan deze initiele
groep”



REGIONAL INITIATIVES -

 The goal of this working group is to establish a regional IT/ cyber risk supervisory 
framework.

 The published Technology Risk Management (TRM) Framework and self-
assessment tool with all members of the working group. 

 Regional information sharing
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THE FUTURE IS CHALLENGING!

 Cyber Security nor justice can keep you safe 

 Cyber readiness index of a country depends on digitalization, which goes hand in 
hand with cyber security

 Public and private partnership is the way to go

 Don’t depend on the enemy not coming, depend rather on being ready for him

 Holistic approach

 Balance short term and long term initiatives

 Simulate, practice and engage when encountering mistakes

 IX build trust lead by example, trust makes the Suricata clan stronger 


